Accompanying spouses face particular challenges when creating their individual career and life path. Oftentimes, it is tricky to continue with your own career vision and to further develop your professional identity when you move to another country. Topics of this workshop:

- Individually reflect on your own unique talents, passion and identity
- Identify your biggest obstacles in your private and professional life that block you from fully using your talents
- Map out your (Career) Mission, so you can own your talents and create strategic baby steps to succeed here in Austria in the long-term
- Exchange ideas & insights during a 30 min Q&A session

Although this event is part of a four-part workshop series, it is possible to attend the individual workshops separately and start your journey at any point.

For this training we charge a fee of € 5,-. Payment details are stated on our website after you registered for the event. For organisational reasons, we kindly ask you for your registration on our website until March 6th, 2022. Please note that currently the ‘2G-rule’ (vaccinated, recovered) applies for this event.